1. Drag Ball
   a. MD – This is basically a general budget because they are just trying to start planning. Also the food for Drag Ball might be different than in previous.
   b. EK – If we didn’t have any problems could we approve everything but the food and they could resubmit the request?
   c. MD – Yes, increased food budget could be another $800 or $900.
   d. EK – I think security is going to be more than stated.
   e. EK – We’ve been trying to get a runway but I think the problem was that our security wouldn’t set it up.
   f. SM – Could they use the one we set for Smile?
   g. EK – Perhaps we could talk to Steve because we have at least one or two fashion shows a year.
   h. MD – I think they might have gotten the runway from Lawrenceville for the fashion shows, but you’ll still have to pay for it (transportation, setup & strike).
   i. MD – I told the RD’s that you all may have questions so it’s good to get it in now...
   j. EK – I would suggest that we table the $1500 for two performers because that seems too expensive.
   k. All – Agreed.
   l. EK – I’d also suggest that we table the food until we get a more specific budget.
   m. MD – For food do you want to approve it and then you can approve more if they need it.
   n. EK – I’d prefer it if we saw the budget first before we approve it. If he wants to explore Armark then we’ll look at it again.
   o. EK – Advertising – We keep telling people to use the stuff downstairs but they don’t seem to be employing that. They need printed tickets?
   p. MD – Yes we need to print these out and sell them before hand because this is usually for a charity.
   q. AW – But we can’t approve SAF funds for a donation.
   r. MD – Whatever money is raised is donated to the charity but yes its still being paid for by the SAF. You could say it’s a suggested donation.
   s. EK – So we’re tabling the two performers,
   t. AW – I motion to approve pending tabling entertainment, food, security and wording of suggest donation. JF – seconds. Passed $1625. Passed.
   u. EK – I approved $150 for RUCAST for stragetic planning.
   v. EK – John Slawson knows no boos...
w. KC – I motion to adjourn. CV seconds - passed